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Monte Carlo method has been widely used in nuclear design and analysis, where geometries are
described with primitive solids. However, it is time consuming and error prone to describe a primitive
solid geometry, especially for a complicated model. To reuse the abundant existed CAD models and con-
veniently model with CAD modeling tools, an automatic modeling method for accurate prompt modeling
between CAD model and primitive solid is needed. An automatic modeling method for Monte Carlo
geometry described by primitive solid was developed which could bi-convert between CAD model and
Monte Carlo geometry represented by primitive solids. While converting from CAD model to primitive
solid model, the CAD model was decomposed into several convex solid sets, and then corresponding
primitive solids were generated and exported. While converting from primitive solid model to the CAD
model, the basic primitive solids were created and related operation was done. This method was inte-
grated in the SuperMC and was benchmarked with ITER benchmark model. The correctness and efficiency
of this method were demonstrated.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In nuclear particle transport simulation, Monte Carlo method
has been widely used. The geometry model which should be pre-
pared before simulation can be described in several methods: half
space (Briesmeister, 2000; Martz, 2013; Both et al., 2003; Fasso,
2005), primitive solid (Agostinelli et al., 2003; Yican et al., 2015;
Song et al., 2014), mesh (Martz, 2013; Agostinelli et al., 2003),
CADmodel for directly transporting (Tautges et al., 2009), etc. With
accurately modeling and intuitively understanding the model, the
method mainly used in the Monte Carlo geometry definition is
Constructive Solid Geometry method (CSG) (Requicha and
Voelcker, 1982) which includes the half space method and the
primitive solid method. The half space method constructs solid
with half-space surfaces defined in mathematical equations and
directions. The primitive solid method constructs solid with
Boolean operation, position and rotation. Contract to the half space
method, there are some benefits for using the primitive solid
method, such as easy to handwrite and understand.

While describing, it is easy to establish a simple model which
has less cells and less faces in each cell. But the situation was
completely changed while establishing a complex model with
many cells and many surfaces in each cell. It is hard to modeling
manually which is time consuming and error prone. For reusing
the abundant existed CAD model and convenient modeling with
CAD modeling tools, an automatic modeling tool for accurate
prompt modeling from CAD model is needed. Some previous
researches (Grosse and Tsige-Tamirat, 2009; Nasif et al., 2012) of
automatic modeling for Monte Carlo simulation had been studied,
but most of them focused on half space model. In this paper a
newly automatic modeling method for primitive solids was
researched for the need of rapid development and various applica-
tions of Monte Carlo simulation.

The key conversion of the CAD model and a primitive solid
model is the conversion between the boundary representation
method (Braid, 1975) and the primitive solid method. The previous
research into conversion from CAD model to a half space model is
decomposing the CAD model to a convex solid set, and translate to
half space geometry according to the boundary surfaces of the con-
vex solids. While converting the CAD model to primitive solid
model, the primitive solid can be created according to the bound-
ary surface of the convex solid. While converting primitive solid
model to CAD model, it is similar that creating of basic solid to
the method of half space but different with movement and
rotation.
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This method had been studied and integrated in the Super
Monte Carlo Simulation Program for Nuclear and Radiation Pro-
cess, named SuperMC. SuperMC was developed by FDS Team
which is an interdisciplinary research team devoting to the
research and development of advanced nuclear energy systems,
mainly including nuclear reactor physics (Wu et al., 2009), nuclear
reactor material (Wu et al., 2002; Wu, 2007; Wu and FDS Team,
2008), nuclear reactor engineering (Wu and FDS Team, 2008; Wu
et al., 2011; Wu, 2007), numerical simulation and visualization
(Wu et al., 1999; Wu and FDS Team, 2009), medical physics and
environmental protection (Yican et al., 2008), etc. It is a CAD-based
MC program for integrated simulation of nuclear system by making
use of hybrid MC-deterministic method and advanced computer
technologies. SuperMC 2.2, the latest version, can perform neutron,
photon and coupled neutron and photon transport calculation and
integrates automatic modeling and visualization (Wu and FDS
Team, 2009; Wu et al., 2006; Hu et al., 2007; Long et al., 2010; Luo
et al., 2010; Long et al., 2011; He et al., 2012; Tang et al., 2010).
SuperMC/MCAM is the geometry and physics modeling part of
SuperMC. Previous version SuperMC/MCAM 4.8 which modeling
for MCNP was a mature and efficient modeling program which has
been used widely (Li et al., 2007; Zheng et al., 2007; Huang et al.,
2006; Lu et al., 2009).

In this paper, the conversion method was described in Section 2.
Section 3 introduced the testing method and showed the results. At
last, a brief summary was given in Section 4.

2. Conversion algorithm

2.1. CAD to primitive solid conversion

In SuperMC/MCAM, an automatic conversion method which
converts CAD model to half space model was implemented. In this
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Fig. 1. The processing of each
method which was based on the CAD model decomposing, a CAD
model was imported and decomposed to several disjoint convex
solid sets; and then the corresponding surface with direction was
generated and transformed to a half space according to each sur-
face of every convex solids. While creating surface based convex
solid’s surface, the equation of the surface and the direction would
be record. Fig. 1 shows an example of a cube with a half cylinder.
With this method, this solid would be decomposed into two con-
vex models: a cube and a half cylinder. Then, these convex solids
would be processed separately and each surface with its direction
would be recorded, and saved in a half space format.

While converting to primitive solids, the improvement of the
developing algorithm, which focused on the transform of surfaces
of each convex solid, was done based on the above method. While
processing a plane half space, a central point on the surface and the
equation used to specify the half space would be given. And then
the plane half space would be transform to XOY plane and the
transform matrix would be recorded. At last a cube would be cre-
ated and transformed by the inverse of transform matrix to make
sure after the movement and rotation, the cube’s top surface has
the same equation and direction with the plane half space. While
processing an inner cylindrical half space, some key parameters
including the radius, cylindrical center point and axis would be
given. And then a cylinder would be created based on some key
parameters. While processing an outer cylindrical half space, some
key parameters including the radius, cylindrical center point and
axis would be given. And then a cylinder would be created based
on some key parameters and a cube would be created with maxi-
mum length. Fig. 1 shows the processing of each surface. The pro-
cessing of converting cone, sphere and torus was similar.

After these primitive solids were created, the Boolean relation-
ships and the movement need to be recorded. The solid was posed
at the center of the world after its creation from the half space, and
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of establishing the geometry tree.
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then needed to be moved and rotated according to the half space.
Also, the relationships between these solid were recorded which
would latter establish a geometry tree. This geometrical tree was
established from bottom to top, from primitive solid to the whole
model. The flowchart was shown in Fig. 2.

2.2. Primitive solid to CAD conversion

In SuperMC/MCAM, an automatic conversion method which
converts half space model to CAD model was implemented. In this
method, corresponding solids were created based the half space
definition; and then each solid was generated by using the Boolean
operation according to the definition of each solid; at last, these
solids were output in CAD format.

The key difference between the conversion from half space and
primitive solid was mainly in different description. A solid
described in half space method was defined as the Boolean opera-
tion of several half spaces which were surface with direction, while
the same solid described in primitive solid method was defined as
the Boolean operation of several primitive solids with movement
and rotation. So the key difference was surfaces with direction
and solid with movement and rotation.

While processing the primitive solid method, the rotation
especially the rotation of the Boolean operating solid must be
Pseudocode of get a rotation axis and the rotation angle from rotati

// eigenvector of MatrixOrigin which has 3 � 3 elements.

Matrix ¼ MatrixOrigin �
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

// Simplified the Matrix
For element of each row in Matrix

For element of each column in Matrix less than main diagonal
element
If element unequal to 0.0
Every element in this row multiplies by first unequal to 0.0
data in upper row;
And then subtracts every element which multiplies this
element in the upper row

Else continue
End if

End For

End For
concerned. To process rotation, procedure follows a sequence as:
recording, transferring and operating. For it was hard to record
every rotation after several Boolean operations, the rotation matrix
was implemented in this research. In this study, the rotation in
solid was defined as three rotation angles defined as a, b and c
while rotation axis was X/Y/Z axis by sequence. The matrix was
defined as following:

MatrixX ¼
1 0 0
0 cos a sin a
0 sin a cos a

ð1Þ

MatrixY ¼
cos b 0 sin b

0 1 0
sin b 0 cos b

ð2Þ

MatrixZ ¼
cos c sin c 0
sin c cos c 0
0 0 1

ð3Þ

And the rotation matrix of a primitive solid could be calculated:

Matrixprimitive ¼ MatrixX �MatrixY �MatrixZ ð4Þ
While Boolean operating, the rotation matrix of child solid

which participating the Boolean operation should be transferred
from the rotation matrix of the Boolean solid named father solid.
The equation was as following:

Matrixchildsolid ¼ MatrixFatherSolid �Matrixsolid ð5Þ
MatrixFatherSolid was the rotation matrix of father solid, and

Matrixchild was the child solid’s three axis rotation matrixes;
Matrixchildsolid was the rotation matrix of son solid.

While processing a solid’s rotation based the rotation matrix, a
rotation axis and the rotation angle was needed. To calculate the
rotation axis and the rotation angle, a method which was described
by pseudocode as following was implemented.
on matrix

For element of each row in Matrix
For element of each column in Matrix element more than main

diagonal element

If element unequal to 0.0
Every element in this row multiplies by first unequal to
0.0 data in lower row;
Subtract every element which multiplies this element in
the lower row;

Else continue
End if

End For

End For
// after the matrix had been simplified, calculated eigenvector
// Get the relationship of the three values in eigenvector from the
simplified matrix
EV = EigenVectorfromMatrix (Matrix)
EV = Normalization (EV)

// end of eigenvector
// Get a vector which is perpendicular to eigenvector
a = CalculateVerticalVector (EV)
b = a ⁄ MatrixOrigin
h ¼ arcosða � bÞ // |a| = 1, |b| = 1

// rotate solid with h and Eigenvector
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3. Testing

The method of conversion between CAD models and geometry
of SuperMC models had been developed, and integrated in
SuperMC as SuperMC conversion and inversion modules based
on the module architecture of SuperMC. The SuperMC conversion
module could convert CAD model to SuperMC input file, and the
SuperMC inversion module could invert SuperMC input file to
CAD model.

Abundant of models were chosen to validate this method. In
this paper, the ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor) benchmark model (Li et al., 2007) was chosen for verifica-
tion. The CAD model was created by CATIA/V5 which was 40� of
the whole model and has about 900 cells. As several surfaces were
too difficult to directly converted, so some surfaces were cut to
several slices and the number of cells were more than 3000 at last.

The visualization comparison of the ITER benchmark model in
SuperMC/MCAM between original CAD model and the model
inverted from SuperMC input file was taken to check correction
generally. After visualization comparison, the volume of each cell
in models was compared in order to obtain more persuasive
evidence for the correctness of conversion method. Besides visual-
ization and volume comparisons based on geometry, the physical
simulation was also done to make sure the simulation used con-
verted input file on SuperMC was as same as MCNP. So simulations
with designed material were performed and the results were
compared.
Fig. 3. Visualizations of ITER benchmark model. (a) Original CAD model in
SuperMC/MCAM. (b) Model inverted from SuperMC input file in SuperMC/MCAM.
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Fig. 4. Relative error of volume of each cell in ITER benchmark model betw
3.1. Visualization and volumes

When comparing the visualizations of the model, the CAD
model of ITER benchmark model was imported to SuperMC/
MCAM; and then, this model was convert into primitive solid
model and then inverted to CAD model. The comparison of visual-
izations was shown in Fig. 3.

When comparing the volume of the model, the volumes of each
cell in the CADmodel and the model inverted from SuperMCmodel
were calculated by SuperMC/MCAM. To make the results repeat-
able, the conversion and inversion were done repeatedly and three
volume results were recorded. Fig. 4 shows the comparison of
these results. The average relative error of each cell between CAD
model and SuperMC model were less than 0.0000513%. The maxi-
mum relative error was about 0.0753%.

From Fig. 2, it shown that the shape of original CAD model and
the model inverted from SuperMC input file agreed well. From
Fig. 3, the average relative error of volume of original CAD model
and the model inverted from SuperMC input file was less than
0.00005% although the maximum error was much big than the
average. The average error was mainly because of computer’s trun-
cation error. And the maximum errors were mainly because some
models were wrong converted because of computer’s truncation
error, for example cone which has very small angle would be con-
verted to cylinder and gets the wrong volumes.
3.2. Neutron flux

After the comparison of visualizations and volumes of the
model, preliminary simulation of ITER benchmark model was con-
ducted and the neutron flux was calculated to make sure that the
converted SuperMC input file was correct in the simulation. The
comparison was between the SuperMC/MCAM converted MCNP
input file with designed material and the SuperMC input file with
designed material converted from CAD model. The source was a
complicated plasma source, and about 67 parts of blanket which
was cut to several cells were counted. Fig. 5 shows the comparison
of MCNP and SuperMC results. The statics error was about 0.00091
while high than 0.0006 and low than 0.0017, which shows that the
results agree to convergence. The average relative deviation of each
cell between SuperMC and MCNP was about 6.71384E�06. The
maximum relative deviation was less than 2.01104E�05.

From Fig. 5, the neutron flux of blanket in ITER benchmark
model between MCNP and SuperMC was listed. The average
een original CAD model and model inverted from SuperMC input file.
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Fig. 5. Neutron flux of cell of blanket in ITER benchmark model between MCNP and SuperMC.
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relative deviations were mainly because of the difference between
Monte Carlo codes and proved that the converted SuperMC input
file could be used in the simulation and agrees well with MCNP.
All the test results showed that the conversion method was correct
and efficient in the SuperMC simulation.
4. Summary

The method of bi-conversion between CAD models and the
Monte Carlo geometry represented by primitive solids has been
proposed and integrated in SuperMC/MCAM. The ITER benchmark
model was chosen to test the validation, and the correctness and
efficiency were demonstrated. Nuclear analysts can effectively
and correctly model the Monte Carlo geometry represented by
primitive solids to enhance the effectiveness of nuclear analysis
for nuclear facilities by using this method.
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